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ABSTRACT
Guardbands are designed to insulate transmissions on adjacent fre-
quencies from mutual interference. As more devices in a given
area are packed into orthogonal wireless channels, choosing the
right guardband size to minimize cross-channel interference be-
comes critical to network performance. Using both WiFi and GNU
radio experiments, we show that the traditional “one-size-fits-all”
approach to guardband assignment is ineffective, and can produce
throughput degradation up to 80%. We find that ideal guardband
values vary across different network configurations, and across dif-
ferent links in the same network. We argue that guardband values
should be set based on network conditions and adapt to changes
over time.

We propose Ganache, an intelligent guardband configurationsys-
tem that dynamically sets and adapts guardbands based on local
topology and propagation conditions. Ganache includes three key
mechanisms: an empirical model of guardband sizes based on power
heterogeneity of adjacent links, network-wide frequency and guard-
band assignment, and local guardband adaptation triggeredby real-
time detection of cross-band interference. We deploy a Ganache
prototype on a local 8-node GNU radio testbed. Detailed experi-
ments on different topologies show that to minimize interference,
traditional fixed-size configurations allocate more than 40% of avail-
able spectrum to guardbands, while Ganache does the same using
only 10% of the spectrum, leading to a 150%gain in throughput.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Architec-
ture and Design

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless is ubiquitous. At work or at home, we can find a high

density of wireless devices competing for available spectrum. In a
typical living room of 250 square feet (23 square meters), multiple
wireless devices such as wireless displays, gaming consoles, media
centers, and WiFi APs, are all within a few meters of each other.
To transmit without mutual interference in high density environ-
ments, wireless devices can spread out onto orthogonal frequency
ranges.Given the ever-increasing demands on wireless spectrum,
it is fortunate that a new generation of frequency-agile wireless
devices can dynamically access and share spectrum [1].For ex-
ample, existing WiFi devices can change their operating channels
and the width of the channels to avoid interference and support
varying traffic demands [5]. New devices based on software de-
fined radios (SDR) can intelligently sense locally available spec-
trum and coordinate with other communication endpoints to oc-
cupy specific frequency ranges for reliable, high throughput com-
munication [13,30,31,33,34].

As more devices in a given area are packed into orthogonal wire-
less channels, minimizing interference across channels becomes a
critical problem.Artifacts such as hardware filter nonlinearity and
radio propagationcan cause transmissions on one frequency range
to “spill” energy into adjacent ranges, creating undesirable cross-
band interference. Wireless systems use “guardbands” to sepa-
rate neighboring link frequencies, effectively acting as inert buffers
that help protect each channel from energy spillover. For exam-
ple, 802.11a makes nearby frequency channels (20MHz in size)
orthogonal to each other by placing a 3.4MHz guardband between
neighboring channels [17]. Since these guardbands are not usable
for data transmission, this leads to a 17% overhead.

We ask the question:“what is the best way to configure guard-
bands for today’s high density networks?”An ideal configuration
not only buffers channels from their neighbors’ transmissions, but
does so using the smallest frequency range possible, leaving the
rest for data transmissions. We perform experiments using com-
modity 802.11a devices, and find that the simple, fix-sized guard-
band configuration used by 802.11a fails to minimize cross-band
interference. Our experiments emulate typical dense networks in
residential or enterprise environments, and show that spillover in-
terference can lead to as much as 80% throughput degradation. The
impact is felt most strongly when a strong “interfering” transmitter
sits on an adjacent but “orthogonal” channel. We alsouse USRP
GNU Radios to confirm these results across different frequencies
and power configurations.

A simple explanation of our findings is that 802.11a has chosen
an overly aggressive guardband size. To verify this hypothesis, we
configure our GNU Radio experiment to test different scenarios,



each involving four nearby links occupying adjacent channels, and
test the impact of different guardband sizes on performance. We
make two observations from our results: First, we find that nosin-
gle chosen value was appropriate for all links. In each case,some
links were not buffered from adjacent transmissions and sawsig-
nificant cross-band interference. Others were over-protected and
significant frequency bands were wasted as guardbands. Second,
different network topologies and power configurations alsohad sig-
nificant impact on which guardband values worked best.

The conclusion from our experiments is that finding the best
guardband size for a given network is very challenging, and finding
a value that works for different network configurations is nearly
impossible. The fixed-size guardband configuration, or “one-size
fits all” approach does not work. To prevent cross-band interfer-
ence without wasting spectrum to excessively large guardbands,
we must configure guardbands based on local network topology
and propagation conditions.

Given the wide variety of possible network configurations, we
believe an effective and efficient (i.e. low overhead) guardband
configuration involves both a static and dynamic component.For a
given network configuration, static analysis can provide estimates
of “good” guardband values. But as traffic load and propagation
effects change, guardbands will need to adapt in time to remain
effective. Thus we identify three key questions for guardband con-
figuration. First, how can devices occupying adjacent frequencies
decide the necessary amount of guardband to support interference-
free transmissions? Clearly, a trial-and-error approach would lead
to significant overhead and disrupt other transmissions. A more in-
telligent approach is necessary. Second, guardband sizes are a func-
tion of the network topology. Can we plan spectrum usage across
the network to minimize the total overhead of guardbands? And
given a planned network, how do we assign guardbands? Finally,
devices should adapt guardband settings over time, based onob-
servations of cross-band interference. But can devices distinguish
cross-band interference from conventional channel loss asthe real
source of observed packet losses?

Ganache. Our solution to these questions isGanache, an in-
telligent guardband configuration system. Ganache appliesboth
centralized planning and dynamic per-link tuning to protect links
against cross-band interference with minimum overhead.

First, a Ganache server builds and calibrates an empirical model
to estimate required guardband sizes from measurements of power
levels over frequency-adjacent links. Using this model, the server
performs network-level frequency planning to allocate frequency
usage to links and configure an effective set of guardbands that
eliminate the bulk of cross-band interference. Because ourresults
show that frequency-adjacent links with higher power heterogene-
ity require larger guardbands, the server can organize linkfrequency
usage to minimize power heterogeneity, thus reducing network-
wide guardband overhead.

After their frequency and guardbands are configured, individual
Ganache links monitor physical distortion of their signalsto de-
tect residual cross-band interference, and adjust guardband locally
to compensate. Together, these two techniques allow Ganache to
configure guardbands for efficacy and minimal overhead.

We implement, deploy and evaluate a Ganache prototype on our
8-node USRP GNU radio testbed. Measurements show that Ganache
can effectively suppress cross-band interference,thus improving
link throughput by 30–150%. We also find that dynamic guard-
band configuration contributes to 50% of our performance gain, and
frequency planning is particularly effective for reducingoverhead
near weak links. We also find Ganache’s cross-band interference
detection to have better than 91% accuracy. Overall, Ganache of-

fers an effective and efficient way to tackle cross-band interference,
thusrestoring frequency orthogonality to support reliable concur-
rent wireless transmissions.

2. THE IMPACT OF GUARDBANDS
Our work begins with a detailed experimental study of guard-

bands and their impact on performance of commodity wirelesssys-
tems. We are particularly interested in high density wireless set-
tings, where nearby devices operate on adjacent channels toavoid
interference. We perform two groups of experiments. One group
uses commodity WiFi cards, while the other uses USRP GNU ra-
dios for more fine grain results. In both cases, we examine the
impact of cross-band interference on link throughput as a function
of guardband size.

2.1 WiFi Experiments
Our WiFi experiment seeks to measure the real impact of cross-

band interference on today’s commodity WiFi networks. 802.11a
WiFi partitions its available spectrum into 20MHz channels, plac-
ing 3.4MHz guardbands∗ between adjacent frequencies to create
“orthogonal” channels.

To study the efficacy of WiFi guardband configuration, we per-
form link-level experiments using four laptops with Linksys WiFi
cards configured to 802.11a ad-hoc mode at 6Mbps. As shown in
Figure 1a, we place the four laptops approximately 4 meters apart
and form two links, each with a transmit power of 17dbm. We
use iperf to generate UDP traffic and measure the link throughput
of both links when they operate on the same or different channels.
Each experiment runs for 1 minute, and we show the average result
across 10 runs.

Because of the limited configurability of these devices, we can
only gather coarse grain results for two different guardband sizes.
We measure the throughput of each link (A and B) when they are
operating on adjacent channels 1 and 2 (3.125MHz guardband),
non-adjacent channels 1 and 3 (approximating a 23.125MHz guard-
band), and when both links are on channel 1 (as a point of refer-
ence). Figure 1b plots throughput normalized by the “ideal”through-
put obtained in the absence of the second link.

In theory, channels 1 and 2 in 802.11a are non-overlapping and
“orthogonal.” Our results show that this does not hold in high-
density environments. When the links are using channels 1 and
2, both links suffer significant loss in throughput, 20% for link A
and 75% for link B. Link B suffers more loss because its signal
strength at its receiver is weaker relative to that of link A,mak-
ing it more sensitive to cross-band interference. The same near-far
problem was also observed by [28]. This performance degradation
is severe: total throughput is actually similar to the throughput in
the overlapping scenario, where both links are on the same chan-
nel! In contrast, emulating a very large guardband by spreading
links across channels 1 and 3 eliminates the bulk of the impact from
cross-channel interference.

We then perform another set of experiments after disabling car-
rier sensing, from which we seek to understand whether the heavy
degradation seen above comes from “amplification” by protocol
features like carrier sense. That is, when sensing some energy
spilled from “orthogonal” channels, a link could backoff “unnec-
essarily.” Figure 1c plots the normalized link throughput using the
3.4MHz guardband size, by varying the physical distance between
the two links. Compared to Figure 1b, the degradation (at 4m)re-

∗Each 802.11a channel operates on 64 OFDM subcarriers, and uses
the first 6 and last 5 subcarriers as guard bands. Thus the total
guardband size is 11 subcarriers or11 × 20/64 = 3.4375MHz.
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Figure 1: WiFi experiments: (a) 4 laptops with Linksys WiFi cards form 2 links. (b) Measured link throughput as a function of
the guardband size. Current WiFi setting (3.4MHz guardband) is insufficient. (c) Measured link throughput after disabling carrier
sensing but maintaining the 3.4MHz guardband. The impact ofcross-band interference depends heavily on the network topology.
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Figure 2: GNU radio experiments: (a) The 8-node testbed in a 12m × 7m room with walls and furniture. (b) Measured link
throughput as a function of the guardband size, with 2 links.(c) Measured network-level performance with 4 links and twodifferent
network configurations. The best guardband size differs significantly across network configurations.For topology 1, a guardband of
2 subcarriers produces the highest overall throughput. Thesame guardband configuration in topology 2 leads to 45% packet losses.

duces from 80% to 65%. However, the impact of cross-band inter-
ference is still dramatic, leading to 40–90% of performancedegra-
dation when the interferer is within 5 meters from the receiver. The
impact depends heavily on network topology.

We also perform the same set of experiments using WiFi cards
from two other vendors, Netgear and Wistron, and arrive at similar
conclusions. The impact of cross-band interference is dramatic,
with and without carrier sense. We note that our observationof
strong cross-band interference between non-overlapping channels
is different from those of an earlier study [24]. This is because [24]
targets large-scale WiFi networks where APs are well separated.
In this case, the impact of cross-band interference is significantly
smaller than the dense environment targeted by our work.

2.2 USRP GNU Radio Experiments
To perform more fine-grain experiments on guardband size, we

use a testbed of USRP GNU Radio devices. Unlike WiFi radios,
GNU radios can be programmed to access various frequency ranges
with fine grain control. We use an indoor testbed of eight GNU Ra-
dio nodes (see Figure 2a). Each node operates like a 802.11 device
with carrier sense disabled: they use Orthogonal FrequencyDivi-
sion Multiplexing (OFDM) based modulation in the 2.4GHz range,
with a total of 64 subcarriers, 52 of which are used for data trans-
mission. Processing overheads on the radio platform limit each
transmission to a smaller transmission bandwidth of 500KHz, and
a subcarrier width of 7.8KHz (similar to those used in WiMAX,
10KHz). By changing each link’s operating central frequency, we
can effectively determine the number of subcarriers in eachguard-
band.

We first seek to verify our WiFi results, by configuring four GNU
radio nodes in a two-link topology (Figure 1a), and measuring the
impact of different guardband sizes on each link’s throughput. We
show results in Figure 2b with different guardband sizes. The re-
sults are consistent with our WiFi results: both links suffer up to
80% throughput degradation when using a small guardband size
(2 subcarriers). Compared to WiFi, the GNU Radios use smaller
frequency guardbands because it uses a compact filter design.

Next, we want to understand the impact of different network con-
figurations on the optimal choices for guardband sizes. We position
eight GNU Radio nodes as illustrated in Figure 2a, and use them to
form four links, each operating on a different frequency range. Be-
tween each frequency range, we place a guardband of sizeG sub-
carriers. As we varyG, we measure the total network throughput
aggregated over all four links. Figure 2c plots this total throughput
for two different network configurations, normalizing the result in
each case against an ideal scenario with zero cross-band interfer-
ence, where each link operates in isolation.

We see that optimizingG for each configuration can produce sig-
nificantly different results for guardband size. In our case, topology
1 maximizes its network-wide throughput with a small guardband
size of 2 subcarriers.Choosing a value ofG > 2 degrades the
throughput due to higher overhead.The same guardband size in
topology 2 would produce 45% packet loss, compared to the max-
imum throughput of only 30% loss atG = 14. Our experiments
with other random topologies produced similarly divergentresults.
Clearly, network configuration has a significant impact on the op-
timal guardband size, and no single value works for all network
topologies.
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Figure 3: USRP’s power spectral density is within the WiFi
spectral mask requirement defined by IEEE standards[17].

Finally, we note that even after optimizingG for network-wide
throughput, using a uniform guardband size across the network is
suboptimal. A closer look at our traces reveals that for mostvalues
of G, there are always some network links that suffer significant
cross-band interference, and other links for which the guardband is
excessively large.

2.3 Discussions

Are Packet Losses due to the Capture Effect? When exam-
ining the impact of cross-band interference, we also distinguish it
from packet losses caused by other factors. The most likely candi-
date isthe capture effect, where a stronger interfering signal over-
whelms the intended signal at a receiver, preventing the receiver
from detecting/decoding any of its packets [20]. We found that this
is not the case for our experiments. In our WiFi experiments,the
interference power at a receiver is always weaker than the intended
signal power. In our USRP experiments, more than 80% packet
losses are directly caused by bit errors (and thus cross-band inter-
ference).

Is USRP a Representative Case? We choose USPR GNU Ra-
dios for our fine-grain experiments because of their wide availabil-
ity and flexibility. While USRP radios do not have built-in hard-
ware filters, we implement software digital filters to effectively re-
duce their out-of-band emission [34]. The resulting power spectral
density, shown in Figure 3, indicates that the software filters effec-
tively limit the out-of-band emission within the normalized WiFi
spectrum mask requirement [17]. Therefore, we believe thatthe
impact of cross-band interference on USRP radios is comparable
to that of WiFi.

2.4 Summary
Overall, our experiments using both WiFi and USRP GNU radio

devices lead to two key findings.

Cross-band Interference is Harmful. Our experiments show
that in high density environments, cross-band interference can have
a drastic impact on wireless throughput. Badly configured guard-
bands can fail to protect links from transmissions on adjacent fre-
quencies, resulting in throughput degradation up to 80%.

Fixed-sized Guardband Placement is Ineffective. Measure-
ments of 802.11a and GNU radio networks show that the “right”
guardband size depends on a number of factors, including theradio
hardware and the locations of wireless links. Not only is theopti-
mal guardband size different for different network topologies, but a
single guardband size can fail to protect some links while wasting
valuable spectrum for others that require less protection.

3. THE SOLUTION SPACE
Initial conclusions from our experiments motivate us to identify

new solutions for tackling cross-band interference. In this section,
we discuss different potential solutions and their feasibility. More
specifically, we consider two general types of solutions: using al-
ternative mechanisms to mitigate cross-band interferencewhile re-
lying on simple fixed-size guardband configurations, and taking an
adaptive approach to configuring guardbands. We argue that adap-
tive guardband configuration offers the most direct, efficient and
effective solution. We then identify design challenges of this ap-
proach, and outline our proposed solution.

3.1 General Interference Mitigation
We explore potential solutions that would enable wireless links

to reduce cross-band interference without dynamically configuring
guardband sizes. Many existing mechanisms addressing channel
loss fall into this category. We consider the most common solutions
and discuss their suitability.

⋆ Link Adaptation. Links can use lower-order modulation or
stronger coding schemes to allow successful decoding even in the
presence of cross-band interference.This can be done at the packet
level, or for each frequency subcarrier used.This approach can im-
prove robustness against low levels of interference. The disadvan-
tages of this approach are potentially significant reduction in power
efficiency, and ineffectiveness in heavy interference scenarios such
as Figure 1b-c.

⋆ Carrier Sensing. Alternatively, senders can delay their trans-
missions when detectingspilloverenergy on their frequency bands.
This effectively performs time multiplexing between interfering links.
Effectiveness is highly sensitive to the choice of sensing threshold,
and is dependent on the power output of each transmitter. In ad-
dition, devices may detect interference on only a subset of their
transmission subcarriers. Delaying transmissions would effectively
waste a portion of their transmission spectrum.

⋆ Power Control. Links can reduce transmit power at bound-
ary frequencies to reduce energy spillover. This is ineffective, how-
ever, since the lower power links themselves become vulnerable to
neighboring transmissions. In addition, heterogeneous power lev-
els are hard to avoid, since it is difficult in practice for devices from
heterogeneous networks to synchronize power levels.

⋆ Interference Cancellation. A number of recent proposals
describereceiver-sidemechanisms that cancel interference at the
packet-level [12,15]. Adapting them to address only cross-band in-
terference would require additional complexity and/or specialized
hardware. Other solutions are designed specifically to reduce cross-
band interference [4, 23]. These systems assume tight time or fre-
quency synchronization, which is difficult and costly to implement
in uncontrolled environments such as residential areas. Without
tight synchronization, these mechanisms have been shown tobe in-
effective [16].

3.2 A Case for Adaptive Configuration
Prior work in this area has shown that correctly applying fre-

quency guardbands can be more effective than alternative tech-
niques at eliminating cross-band interference [16]. As a solution,
increasing guardband sizes has several distinctive advantages, in-
cluding simplicity, no additional hardware support, and indepen-
dence with respect to network architectures and configurations.

Unfortunately, the results of our experiments show that that fixed-
size guardband configurations are ineffective in real settings. In the
absence of effective alternatives, we want to examine whether adap-
tively configuring guardbands based on local conditions canover-



come limitation of the current “one-size fits all” approach.Aware-
ness of local conditions means that links experiencing heavy cross-
band interference can protect themselves using larger guardbands,
while other links use smaller guardbands, leaving more spectrum
available for data transmission.

To get an initial understanding of the potential benefits of this ap-
proach, we performed some simple GNU radio experiments, based
on the topology in Figure 2. We used simple trial and error to
tune the size of each link’s guardbands, and found that this non-
uniform approach produced per-link throughput improvements of
up to 70%. Clearly, this direction is worthy of further exploration.

Solution Framework and Challenges. A reasonable system for
determining local guardband sizes must satisfy two requirements.
First, it must be efficient,i.e. it must be able to quickly produce an
effective guardband configuration given information aboutindivid-
ual link conditions in a specific network setting. Our trial-and-error
straw-man solution is clearly too slow and disruptive to ongoing
transmissions. Second, it must be adaptive,i.e. it must be able to
tune itself as network conditions change over time.

The requirements naturally call for the design of a two-partsys-
tem. This system includes a static, centralized component,which
given data about a snapshot of link positions, transmissionpow-
ers and transmission bands, produces an effective set of guardband
configurations. The system also includes a per-link, dynamic com-
ponent, which allows individual devices to make real-time correc-
tions to guardband configurations by detecting the net impact of
cross-band interference on transmissions. In the context of this
general framework, we identify three key questions we must ad-
dress.

⋆ Static Guardband Configuration. To build a system for con-
figuring guardbands, we first need to understand this basic ques-
tion: “what is the best way for devices on adjacent frequencies
to determine the minimum guardband size necessary to minimize
cross-band interference?” We can set estimates for guardband sizes
once we have a strong model for understanding the relationship be-
tween local link metrics and guardband sizes.

⋆ Frequency Planning. Guardband sizes are a function of link
frequency layout,i.e. who is adjacent to whom. Thus, guardband
configuration can be integrated with network-level frequency allo-
cation to reduce interference and guardband overhead. Thuswe ask
the question: “How can we use intelligent spectrum usage planning
across the network to minimize the network-wide guardband over-
head?”

⋆ Online Adaptation. Given network dynamics, devices must
be able to adapt guardband settings based on real-time observations
of cross-band interference. But how can devices distinguish cross-
band interference from conventional channel loss as the source of
observed packet losses?

3.3 Ganache
To overcome these challenges, we proposeGanache, an intel-

ligent guardband configuration system that protects wireless links
against cross-band interference while minimizing guardband over-
heads. Specifically, Ganache addresses the above three challenges
using two complementary components, as shown in Figure 4.

Centralized Frequency Planning. In Ganache, a centralized
server obtains measured power heterogeneity between any two links
in its network, and uses a guardband model to estimate the required
guardband if they were frequency-adjacent. The Ganache server
then computes frequency usage and guardband configurationsfor
all links in the network.
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Figure 4: Ganache system architecture.

Local Guardband Adaptation. After receiving their configu-
rations, links perform periodic observations of cross-band interfer-
ence. Based on observed interference, each link uses a dynamic
adaptation component to adjust guardband sizes locally. Cross-
band interference is detected by measuring physical layer distortion
in a link’s received signals.

These two components are fully complementary. The centralized
component controls guardband overhead and reduces cross-band
interference to a minimum level, while the per-link dynamiccom-
ponent makes further local adjustments and adapts to time-varying
dynamics. If and when local guardband adaptations begin to nega-
tively impact data transmission,i.e. there are not enough subcarri-
ers to maintain the desired data rate, a link can signal the central
server to recompute the network-wide frequency and guardband
configurations. We describe further details of these two compo-
nents in Section 4 and Section 5.

4. GUARDBAND CONFIGURATION
Configuring guardbands across a network is a complex optimiza-

tion problem. We take a two-step, model-driven approach in Ganache.
We first use measurement experiments to capture the relationship
between local network conditions and the guardband size required
to block interference. To determine the size of guardband required
at each link frequency boundary, we hypothesize that power lev-
els of adjacent links is a critical factor in determining thelevel of
cross-band interference, and consequently the guardband size nec-
essary to block it. Using GNU radio measurements, we propose,
verify and calibrate a model of guardband size based on powerhet-
erogeneity of frequency-adjacent links.

Using this model, a central Ganache server can take in link mea-
surements from its network, and perform network planning,i.e.
determine frequency and guardband usage for each link in thenet-
work. A centralized approach to guardband configuration offers
significant advantages over local per-link decisions, because the
latter may produce suboptimal results based on limited information
gathered from nearby links.

4.1 An Empirical Model
Cross-band interference is the direct result of out-of-band emis-

sions, where a transmission leaks energy immediately outside its
own frequency range. The strength of cross-band interference cre-
ated by an external interferer† i on a link s depends oni’s signal
strength seen ats’s receiver, the out-of-band emission pattern, and
the frequency separation between the two links, shown in Figure 5a.
In the following, we seek to analytically model the relationship be-
tween the strength of cross-band interference and thesize of guard-
bands used.

†We hereby refer to any transmitter who produces cross-band in-
terference as an external interferer.
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Figure 5: Understanding cross-band interference using GNUradio measurements. (a) An abstract representation in the frequency
domain. (b) The strength of cross-band interference degrades exponentially with the frequency separation, and is relatively inde-
pendent of the interferer’s frequency usage|Fi| if it is large enough. (c) The required guardband size depends heavily on the power
heterogeneity level, from which we built a measurement-calibrated empirical model.

Our analysis assumes every node uses OFDM, a prevalent mech-
anism used by many standards to form transmissions. Every node
uses the same subcarrier size and distributes transmit power uni-
formly across its subcarriers. LetPi be a link i’s per-subcarrier
transmit power andFi be its set of subcarriers in use. LetGBi→s

be the required guardband size for links to resist linki’s cross-band
interference.

Let Icross
i→s (f) represent the strength of cross-band interference

produced by linki to the receiver of links, at as’s subcarrier that
is f + GBi→s away fromi’s frequency usage. We can estimate
I
cross
i→s (f) as:

I
cross
i→s (f) ≈

X

k∈Fi

Pi · Ai→s(f) · Ω(k, f,GBi→s) (1)

whereAi→s(f) is the channel attenuation fromi to s on f , and
Ω(k, f,GBi→s) is the out-of-band emission pattern created by
i’s subcarrierk. Figure 5a illustrates an abstract representation
of the cross-band interference, where the triangle marks the in-
terference, andΩ(k, f,GBi→s) defines its shape. If we further
assume that the channel impairment is frequency-flat, (1) reduces
to I

cross
i→s (f) ≈ Pi · Ai→s ·

P

k∈Fi
Ω(k, f, GBi→s).

Hou et al. examined out-of-band emission patterns in the con-
text of decentralized OFDM transmissions [16]. They show that
Ω(k, f,GBi→s) decreases exponentially with frequency separa-
tion, i.e. f + GBi→s + k. Using GNU radio experiments, we
measure the strength of cross-band interference generatedby a link
i. Results in Figure 5b confirm their analytical derivations in [16],
and lead to two key findings:

• The cross-band interference produced by interfereri is most
harmful to links’s subcarriers that are close to the frequency
boundary.

• When the total number of subcarriers used byi’s transmis-
sion (|Fi|) is above a certain threshold, it is no longer a fac-
tor in the amount of cross-band interference. Using exper-
iments, we find that this threshold is 32 subcarriers for our
current GNU radio settings.

From these findings, we found it reasonable to remove thef
and k in the above equation, and instead use an abstract metric
Icross

i→s (Fs) to model the maximum cross-band interference pro-
duced by linki, seen bys’s receiver on any of its subcarriers in
use:

Icross
i→s (Fs) = Pi · Ai→s · Ω̂(GBi→s) (2)

whereΩ̂(GBi→s) is the out-of-band emission pattern. Because
Ω̂(GBi→s) relates toGBi→s in the log-scale [16], we propose
the following linear model to relate them:

Icross
i→s (Fs)dB = (Pi · Ai→s)dB + (b − a · GBi→s)

= Ii→s(Fi)dB + (b − a · GBi→s) (3)

whereIi→s(Fi)dB is the per-subcarrier power level observed by
receivers on link i’s target frequency rangeFi. The model pa-
rametersa(a > 0) and b depend on the hardware configuration,
including the precision of RF filters.

To minimize the impact of cross-band interference, the signal
received ons’s target frequency range must be stronger than its ob-
served cross-band interference. LetSs(Fs) be links’s per-subcarrier
power level received on its frequency rangeFs. We haveSs(Fs)dB−
Icross

i→s (Fs)dB ≥ γ. With (3), this constraint implies thatGBi→s

must be large enough:

GBi→s ≥
Ii→s(Fi)dB − Ss(Fs)dB

a
+

b + γ

a

= a′ · Hi→s + b′ (4)

This model maps links’s required guardband size into a linear
function of Hi→s = Ii→s(Fi)dB − Ss(Fs)dB, which we refer
to as the level of power heterogeneity betweens andi, as seen by
s’s receiver. Thus by observing the per-subcarrier signal strengths
on both its frequency range (Fs) and on its adjacent interfereri’s
frequency range (Fi), we can estimate the guardband size required
for link s to suppress the cross-band interference from linki.

4.2 Model Verification and Calibration
This empirical model indicates a stronglinear relationship be-

tweenHi→s and requiredGBi→s. Using network measurements,
we now verify this linear relationship and calibrate the model for
our testbed by findinga′ andb′.

To verify the model, we must measure for each frequency-adjacent
link pair (s, i), the receive power levelsIi→s(Fi)dB andSs(Fs)dB .
To determineGBi→s, we must sample different guardband sizes
and find the minimum that suppresses the impact of interference.
Obviously this requires fine grain control of guardbands, sowe use
the GNU radio testbed described in Section 2 and Figure 2a.

For each selected link pair(s, i) and their power settings, we per-
form the following experiment. We first turn on each sender sep-
arately and measure its link’s packet loss rate (without anycross-
band interference). We also measureIi→s(Fi)dB , Ss(Fs)dB ats’s
receiver, andIs→i(Fs)dB , Si(Fi)dB at i’s receiver, and compute



Hi→s andHs→i. We then turn on both links for 40 minutes and
examine their packet loss rates under 20 different guardband sizes
(1–20 subcarriers). We recordGBi→s as the minimum guard-
band size required by links to keep its packet loss rate below the
original value plus 5%. Thus oftenGBi→s 6= GBs→i because
Hi→s 6= Hs→i, and we record them separately.

In total, we examined 100+ different link and power combina-
tions for both links with line-of-sight (LOS) and without (NLOS).
We also examined different frequency usages, and arrived atcon-
sistent findings. Figure 5c plots the requiredGBi→s as a function
of the measuredHi→s (andGBs→i vs. Hs→i). WhenHi→s is
larger than 2,GBi→s is approximately a linear function ofHi→s,
which confirms the trend predicted by our empirical model. When
Hi→s exceeds 10, however, we see a sudden rise inGBi→s. This
is due to an unexpected filter artifact, which generates extra side
lobes outside the 64-subcarrier range.

An important observation is that the relationship betweenHi→s

andGBi→s is independent of link formations and power settings.
This motivates us to build a link-independent guardband model
from measurement calibration:

GBi→s = g(Hi→s) =



Hi→s, Hi→s ≥ 2
2, Hi→s < 2

To control cross-band interference, we intentionally makethe model
slightly conservative by using one more subcarrier than thebest fit
model.

There are noticeable differences between the model and the real
measurement results, especially for large values ofHi→s. This
can be attributed to artifacts of non-flat frequency fading,dynamic
channel impairment, or the result of other simplified assumptions.
Nevertheless, the empirical model provides a reasonable estimate
of the required guardband size from local signal measurements.

4.3 Key Observations
The empirical model and measurement results produce two key

observations on guardband configurations.

Local Information Is Not Enough. The required guardband
size between linksi ands depends on bothHi→s andHs→i. This
is becauseGBi→s only captures the guardband size required to
protects from i’s interference. To protecti and s against each
other, the guardband between them needs to be of sizeGBs,i =
max(GBi→s,GBs→i). Thus the configuration depends on mea-
surements from receivers of both links, and per-link local configu-
ration may produce suboptimal results.

A Case for Reducing Power Heterogeneity. Both our model
and measurements show that minimum guardband size scales with
the level of power heterogeneity between adjacent frequencies. There-
fore, careful assignment of frequencies to links can control the level
of power heterogeneity between adjacent links, thereby reducing
the aggregate size of guardbands network-wide. Figure 6 shows
two assignments with three linkss, i1 andi2. On the left,s is adja-
cent toi1 with Hi1→s=2, and a guardband size of 2. On the right,
s is adjacent toi2 with Hi2→s=4, and a guardband of size 4. This
shows we can reduce guardband overhead by organizing frequency
usage such that, the perceived power of a receiver’s own linkis as
close as possible to that of signals from adjacent frequencies.

Once we recognize that different frequency layouts across anet-
work can impact overall guardband usage, it is clear that a cen-
tralized approach to network configuration offers significant ad-
vantages over local per-link configuration. Thus we proposefor
Ganache a network-wide, centralized approach to network plan-
ning, and describe it in detail below.
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Figure 6: The placement of links’ frequency usage is impor-
tant. A bad placement (b) generates larger power heterogene-
ity across links, leading to additional guardband overheadthan
a good placement (a).

4.4 Centralized Frequency Planning
Given our calibrated guardband modelg(.), Ganache takes a

centralized approach to network-wide frequency planning,i.e. as-
signing specific spectrum ranges to links to maximize efficiency
and minimize guardband overhead. It includes two phases,signal
measurementsandfrequency planning.

We first consider the case where link attenuation/fading is fre-
quency flat,i.e. for each link pair (s,i), Ss, Si, Ii→s and Is→i

do not depend on the transmission frequencyf . When i and s
are frequency-adjacent, they require a guardband of sizeGBs,i =
g(max(Hi→s, Hs→i)), independent of the actual frequency used.

Phase 1. Signal Measurements. Our central server requires
each combination of transmitter and receiver to measure andre-
port its localSs andIi→s values. The central server coordinates
with all devices to transmit sequentially at their desired frequency
width while all other devices listen. With good time synchroniza-
tion [29], each device needs to only transmit a small number (< 10)
of packets. Even with the relatively slow transmit rates on our cur-
rent GNU radio hardware, each device can finish its measurement
transmission in< 50ms.

Our signal measurement is quite reliable. We computeSs and
Ii→s directly from physical layer symbols across each packet [26],
and average them over multiple packets, leading to a more stable
estimate ofHi→s than those from RSSI values. Our indoor GNU
radio measurements show that most links’ signals are stableon the
order of hours (less than 4dB variance). In rare cases of heavy
foot traffic near the devices, we see several seconds of significant
variation. If necessary, the server can periodically trigger measure-
ments and recalibrate frequency assignments to match variations
over time.

Phase 2. Frequency Planning. The central server uses measure-
ment results to compute a frequency allocation and guardband con-
figuration that provides interference-free transmissionswith mini-
mal overhead. This optimal link frequency placement problem is
NP-complete, because it can be reduced to the well-known NP-
complete Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) problem.Given the
distance between any two cities, the TSP problem finds the shortest
tour to visit a set of cities. For our frequency planning problem,
we can map links to cities. Then we map the amount of guard-
band required between any two links to the distance between those
the analogous cities in TSP. Thus, the problem of finding the mini-
mum overall guardband reduces to the TSP problem of finding the
minimum traveling distance to visit all cities.

Because these two problems are equivalent, we leverage exist-
ing TSP solutions to solve the central planning problem [11,14].
For small networks like our 4-link topology, we can enumerate all
possible combinations to identify the best placement. For larger
networks, we can use greedy algorithms like nearest neighbor [14]
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Figure 7: Comparing four frequency allocation algorithms us-
ing trace-driven simulations on 100 random topologies of 10
links.

(O(N2) complexity), or genetic algorithms [11]. Both are light-
weight, and have been shown to produce good approximations for
TSP [11,14].

We modified these algorithms for our use, and evaluate their ef-
ficacy using trace-driven simulations. We use measured attenua-
tion results from our GNU radio testbed to calibrate a simulated
20x20m area with 20 devices using the same power level. We gen-
erate 100 random topologies, each with 10 links connecting ran-
domly placed nodes. We run 4 planning algorithms, Optimal (brute
force), GeneticAlgorithm [11], NearestNeighbor [14], andRandom
on each topology, and plot the total guardband required in Figure 7.
GeneticAlgorithm mirrors Optimal, and NearestNeighbor iswithin
5%. More importantly, compared to Random, they reduce guard-
band overhead on most topologies by a factor of 3 to 5!

Addressing Frequency-Selective Fading. When links experi-
ence frequency selective fading,Ss or Ii→s are frequency-dependent.
This creates new challenges for both the guardband model and
network-wide frequency planning. For the guardband model,the
selectivity could be partially compensated by usings’s weakest
subcarrier close to the boundary asSs andi’s strongest edge sub-
carrier asIi→s. Assuming the modulation and coding are tightly
related to receive power, the model can still capture the impact
of cross-band interference and the required guardband size. For
frequency planning, the actual frequency locationf matters. The
server must adjust its network measurement and guardband com-
putation to capture signal’s variation acrossf .

5. ADAPTING GUARDBAND USAGE
While our model provides a good initial estimate of the guard-

band size that will suppress the bulk of cross-band interference, it
may not eliminate the interference completely. In addition, a static
guardband size will not work well over time as new links arrive and
old ones disconnect. We now study the problem of dynamic guard-
band optimizations, and show how individual links can improve
performance by iteratively adapting their guardband configurations
based on real-time observations of cross-band interference.

Our proposed local adaptation consists of two phases:detecting
cross-band interferenceandlocal adjustments.

Detecting Cross-band Interference. Reliable detection of cross-
band interference is necessary for links to optimize their guardband
configurations. It is also a difficult challenge, because themost
obvious sign of cross-band interference is packet loss, which can
be caused by multiple factors such as co-channel interference and
fading. Thus the critical question is: how can links determine if

observed packet losses are due to cross-band interference or con-
ventional channel loss?

Our solution is to exploit information at the physical layer, re-
lying on the fact that cross-band interference is particularly domi-
nant on subcarriers near link frequency boundaries (Figure5-b). In
the presence of cross-band interference, data bits carriedby these
boundary subcarriers deliver lower channel quality than others. Since
receivers themselves are unaware of errors at specific subcarriers,
we usesymbol-level signal distortionobserved at different sub-
carriers as a reliable indicator of signal quality. The distortion
measures the distance between a received symbol and its closest
“constellation point” during the demodulation process. Figure 8-a
shows a constellation map of BPSK modulation that plots two mod-
ulation points (1,0) and (0,1) as a cross, and all received symbols as
dots. The demodulator decodes each received symbol as its closest
modulation point: 1 if it is close to (1,0), and 0 otherwise. In gen-
eral, signal distortion is inversely proportional to the confidence of
symbol decoding: a symbol that experiences heavy impairment is
likely to be further away from any modulation point.

Figure 8b and 8c illustrate the measured symbol distortion among
subcarriers in use, with and without cross-band interference. We
see that the distortion varies across subcarriers due to random chan-
nel impairments. But in the presence of cross-band interference,
edge subcarriers suffer extremely high distortion that canbe easily
detected. Thus a receiver can reliably detect the presence of cross-
band interference by examining symbol distortion levels across sub-
carriers.

This symbol distortion approach may fail to recognize cross-
band interference if the interference disrupts the packet detection
/synchronization process, which would produce errors across a large
number of subcarriers. From empirical measurements on GNU ra-
dio platforms, we find these disruptions occur rarely in practice.
Overall, our signal distortion based solution is highly effective, and
is more than 91% accurate in our experiments.

Local Adjustments. Once a receiver detects the presence of
cross-band interference, it coordinates with its transmitter to in-
crease the link guardband size by one additional subcarrier. In
most cases, a single additional subcarrier will dramatically reduce
cross-band interference.Simultaneous decisions to increase guard-
bands by adjacent links can lead to unnecessary guardband over-
head. However, this will only happen if both links detect cross-
band interference simultaneously. In most near-far cases,the two
links will experience different levels of link quality and interfer-
ence, thus the weaker link will likely first detect the cross-band in-
terference and increase its guardband. To prevent concurrent (and
redundant) adjustments, each Ganache link waits for a smallran-
dom delay before making adjustments.

It is tempting to also consider reducing guardbands in the ab-
sence of cross-band interference. However, such reductions can
produce negative results. While it may free up more subcarri-
ers for data transmission, it may create cross-hand interference for
frequency-adjacent links. Since power heterogeneity is receiver-
dependent, one linkA might decrease its guardband while unaware
of the interference it causes to an adjacent linkB, forcing B to
shrink its frequency usage to pad its side of the guardband. This
effect is difficult to detect, and can propagate through the network.
We believe this potential negative impact of reducing guardbands
outweighs the benefit of freeing more subcarriers for transmission.
In Ganache, links do not try to reduce guardbands. Instead, a
Ganache server can periodically reconfigure network-wide guard-
bands based on updated network conditions, or upon detecting se-
vere interference.
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Figure 8: Detecting cross-band interference (USRP GNU radio measurements): (a) The received BPSK symbols on the constellation
map, decoded by the nearest constellation point (red +). Thedistortion is the distance between the symbol and its decoded constella-
tion point. (b) The distortion across subcarriers when there is no interference. (c) The distortion across subcarrierswhen there is a
cross-band interferer next to subcarrier 52.

6. A GANACHE PROTOTYPE
As a proof of concept, we implement a prototype of the Ganache

system on top of USRP GNU radios, a widely available, recon-
figurable software defined radio platform. While we chose GNU
radios for their availability, our design can be ported to other plat-
forms [13, 25, 27, 30, 33] for improved frequency bandwidth and
processing speed.

To implement Ganache, we made modifications to the GNU ra-
dio software at both the physical and access layers.

Physical Layer. We configure GNU radios to operate on decen-
tralized OFDM, each radio using a 500KHz band in the 2.38GHz
range. The 500KHz is divided into 64 subcarriers with at most
52 subcarriers used for data transmission (406.25KHz). We adjust
guardbands by changing each radio’s central carrier frequency and
its subcarrier usage. We modify the GNU radio software to expose
the built-in signal distortion computation from the demodulation
path. We add code to compute the per-subcarrier distortion aver-
aged over a packet duration (63 symbols), and feed this back to the
access layer for interference detection.

Access Layer. We implement the centralized planning compo-
nent on a server connected to all GNU radios via Ethernet. We
choose this option to enable all 8 radios for data transmissions.For
link measurements, we compute the link attenuationSs andIi→s

by averaging the signal strength over 300 consecutive symbols. We
also implement local adaptation mechanisms on each radio, includ-
ing a sender/receiver handshaking protocol to synchronizetheir fre-
quency usage. Due to GNU radio’s large processing delay [10], our
current implementation does not perform local adaptation on a per-
packet basis, but instead adapts every 500 packets.

To detect cross-band interference, a receiver extracts theper-
subcarrier signal distortion for each corrupted packet, and measures
the minimum distortion among20 corrupted packets. If an edge
subcarrier’s distortion exceeds 3 times those averaged on subcarri-
ers in the middle, we assert that cross-band interference ispresent.
These parameters were chosen since they worked the best in our
experiments.

Limitations. The current Ganache design focuses on exploiting
the benefit of dynamic guardband configuration. It requires acen-
tral server for frequency planning, and targetsstaticdevices with
similar OFDM configurations.One of the limitations of our current
design is that it can tolerate only limited device mobility by using
the local guardband adaptation to deal with occasional changes in
link conditions.As future work, we plan to extend Ganache to sup-
port heterogeneous devices and explore decentralized designs.

7. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our Ganache prototype using exper-

iments on our eight-node GNU Radio testbed, running four wire-
less links concurrently. We evaluate the impact of network topolo-
gies by evaluating performance on both representative and random
topologies. To emulate the different power levels used by different
types of devices,e.g.wireless headphones or 802.11 access points,
we assign different transmit power to different links. Eachexperi-
ment runs for 2 minutes, and our results are each average values of
10 runs. We compare five systems for guardband configuration.

⋆ Uni-Cons. A conservative guardband scheme that uses a
fixed value of 22-subcarriers for each guardband. it provides ade-
quate protection for most links.

⋆ Uni-Aggr. An aggressive scheme using a fixed value of 2-
subcarriers. It protects links with stronger signal strength than their
external interferers.

⋆ Model. A basic version of Ganache with guardband values
set using our guardband model, but no centralized link planning.

⋆ C-Planning. Ganache with centralized planning, but no local
adaptation.

⋆ Ganache. The full version of Ganache.

Performance Metrics. To make a fair comparison between
Ganache and its alternatives, we use a fixed spectrum range ofsize
equal to 4×52 subcarriers (4×406.25=1.625 MHz). We allow 4
links to share this spectrum range while configuring their frequency
usage and guardbands using different mechanisms. As our perfor-
mance metric, we measure per-link throughput and compute their
normalized ratio to the ideal throughput that each link can obtain
if it operates in isolation using all 52 subcarriers. That is, if y is
the performance in the presence of cross-band interferenceandx
is the ideal throughput when there is no cross-band interference
(using 52 subcarriers), we definenormalized impact as1 − y/x.
This metric captures the total impact of cross-band interference un-
der each scheme, including throughput lost to guardband overhead
and packets lost to insufficient guardbands. Thus lower values are
better, and 0 is ideal.

7.1 Ganache vs. Fixed-size Configuration
We consider two representative network scenarios.

Topology 1 (Heterogeneous transmit power). We configure
four links (node 1→5, 2→3, 4→7, 6→8) shown in Figure 9a. Link
2 (node 2→3) is short and transmits at power 10dB lower than oth-
ers, but has a strong adjacent cross-band interferer (node 4). Fig-
ure 9b compares the normalized impact of Ganache and the fixed-
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Figure 9: Topology 1: four links (1→5, 2→3, 4→7, 6→8). Link 2 (2→3) is short and thus uses a 10dB lower transmit power
than the rest, but suffers from a strong adjacent cross-bandinterferer (node 4). Ganache performs within a 10% distancefrom
the idealized environment where there is no cross-band interference. (c) Both dynamic guardband configuration and centralized
frequency planning contribute to the performance gain.
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Figure 10: Topology 2: four links (1→5, 6→2, 3→7, 8→4), all using the same transmit power. Both links 3 and 4 are weak while
having a strong cross-band “interferer” nearby. Link 4 observes a large power heterogeneity(>10) where the model estimated
guardband is less accurate. Ganache’s local adaptation overcomes such error and improves link 4’s throughput by adjusting the
guardband usage.

size schemes. Being overly aggressive, Uni-Aggr fails to protect
links 2 and 3 from cross-band interference, leaving link 2 a com-
plete failure. Uni-Cons provides sufficient guardband protection
but wastes frequency for unnecessary protection at link 1 and 4. In
contrast, Ganache achieves throughput within 5-10% of the ideal,
which is a 150+% throughput improvement over Uni-Cons, demon-
strating its efficiency and effectiveness.

Topology 2 (Heterogeneous link attenuation). In this configu-
ration, all four links use the same transmit power but links 3and 4
are weaker compared to their external interferers due to signal at-
tenuation from a room divider. Results from Figure 10b lead to sim-
ilar conclusions: Uni-Aggr leads to severe packet losses for links 3
and 4 (70-90%); Uni-Cons consumes 40+% guardband overhead;
and Ganache is within 13% distance to the ideal case for links1, 2,
3 and 28% for link 4. Performance is worse for link 4 because itis
a weak link and faces several strong interferers.

7.2 Impact of Individual Components
Ganache’s performance gain can be attributed to its three com-

ponents: model-based guardband estimation, centralized planning,
and local adaptation. We now evaluate the contribution of each
component.

Model-based Guardband Estimations. Figure 9c and Fig-
ure 10c compare the performance of different versions of Ganache.
Comparing the basic “Model” scheme against Uni-Cons and Uni-
Aggr (Figure 9b and 10b), we observe 50+% improvement in link

performance for both topologies. This shows that using our guard-
band model to perform dynamic guardband configuration produces
significant performance benefits.

Frequency Planning. To examine the benefits of centralized
frequency planning, we compare the results of “C-Planning”and
“Model” in Figure 9c and Figure 10c. We see that the inclusionof
centralized planning boosts performance by another 50% in topol-
ogy 1 and 20% in topology 2. To better understand the source of
the benefits, we look at frequency boundaries of topologies with
and without centralized planning, and plot in Figure 11 the maxi-
mum power heterogeneity observed. Centralized planning clearly
reduces the power heterogeneity level for both topologies by mov-
ing vulnerable links away from their strongest interferer.Recall
that negative power heterogeneity is desirable,i.e. the receiver’s
own signals dominate those of the interferer.

Local Adaptation. By comparing “C-Planning” with “Ganache”
in Figures 9c and 10c, we see that local adaptation is only helpful
in topology 2, where link 4 experiences large power heterogeneity
(13dB) (see Figure 11, boundary #3). Our measurements in Sec-
tion 4 indicate that the guardband model is less accurate when the
power heterogeneity is beyond 10dB. In these cases, Ganache’s lo-
cal adaptation quickly expands the guardband size to suppress the
remaining cross-band interference.

Cross-band Interference Detection. We now study the accuracy
of Ganache’s cross-band interference detection, using twogroups
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over 20 random topologies.

of controlled experiments to measure its false positive andfalse
negative rates. To measure false positives (detecting normal im-
pairments as cross-band interference), we turn on one single link,
vary its transmit power to create packet losses, and examinede-
tection results. To measure false negatives (failing to detect cross-
band interference), we use a 2-subcarrier guardband to separate two
frequency-adjacent links, making cross-band interference a major
cause of packet losses. We run multiple experiments with different
link combinations and transmit power settings. Figure 12 shows
representative snapshots of four scenarios,where we refer to the
links with SNR larger than 20dB asStrong, between 10dB and
20dB asModerate, and below 10dB asWeak. We see that detec-
tion is highly reliable,i.e. the error rate isalways less than 10%.
The largest errors occur when bothSs andIi→s are weak, and their
distortion distributions display large randomness.

7.3 Overall Efficiency
While the above experiments use representative topologies, we

also evaluate Ganache using 20 randomly generated 4-link topolo-
gies. To emulate heterogeneity in transmit power settings,we ran-
domly select two links and set their transmit power to be 10dB
lower than the rest.

Figure 13 shows the CDF of the performance of C-planning,
Model, Uni-Aggr and Uni-Cons. We see that even the conservative
Uni-Cons scheme with 22-subcarrier guardbands fails to protect
links in half of the topologies. Uni-Aggr improves link throughput
slightly by using more frequency, but creates large packet losses.
Ganache’s dynamic guardband configuration (“Model”) effectively
controls the impact of cross-band interference, reducing packet losses
to a minimum. Adding centralized planning on top further reduces
the guardband overhead, decreasing the total impact to 10% in av-
erage and always below that of Uni-Cons (40+%).

Local Adaptations. The above results excluded local adapta-
tion in order to understand Ganache’s static planning components.
From the same experiments, we also examined the portion of all
links that experienced>5% packet loss, and thus needed local
adaptation. With a random frequency layout, 20% of all linksre-
quired local adaptation. This number dropped to 11.25% withcen-
tral planning. This shows that Ganache’s central planning effec-
tively reduces power heterogeneity to a range where the empirical
model is more reliable. While the gain is marginal in this experi-
ment, local adaptation canstill help with link dynamics over time.

8. RELATED WORK
We classify the related work into the following four categories:

Spectrum Sharing Systems. Recent work has explored the use
of dynamic spectrum sharing systems to improve spectrum utiliza-

tion and network throughput [1, 3, 9, 22, 27, 34].Most of these
designs do not consider cross-band interference. Those that do
use fixed-size guardband configurations [22, 34].As our work has
shown, fixed guardband configurations do not perform well in high
density networks. Some recent projects set variable guardband
sizes between devices. In [27], frequency-agile wireless devices
gradually adjust their frequency separation from a legacy narrow-
band device to prevent interference to the latter. The adjustment
is triggered by poking the legacy device and observing its reac-
tions. In [9], the guardband between TV white-space devicesand
DTV channels is determined by the devices’ transmission power
and spectrum mask. Ganache differs from these efforts by using
central frequency planning to reduce power heterogeneity and by
applying local guardband adjustments based on self cross-band in-
terference detection.

Cross-band Interference in WiFi. Previous studies measured
the impact of cross-band interference among WiFi devices [2, 6]
or between WiFi and other devices [35], but did not provide any
systematic solutions to suppress the interference. Recentwork [28]
verified the severity of cross-band interference among densely de-
ployed WiFi devices (with carrier sensing), and proposedplacing
interfering links on well-separated channels.The authors apply a
greedy algorithm to assign neighbor links to the farthest channels
possible without estimating the guardband based on link condi-
tions. Ganache, in contrast, can better manage spectrum andreduce
guardband overhead by estimating guardband usage and planning
frequency usage to reduce power heterogeneity.

Adaptive Guard Interval. In OFDM systems, Guard Inter-
val (GI) is used between consecutive symbols to overcome inter-
symbol interference. GI is typically set as a fix time that is higher
than the maximum delay spread in a network. This fixed GI config-
uration could lead to unnecessary overhead, because different de-
vices experience difference delay spreads. In [7,8,19], the authors
propose to adapt GI according to each station’s channel condition.
While adding GI effectively reduces inter-symbol interference due
to large delay spread in the time domain, Ganache addresses adif-
ferent problem of cross-band interference due to out-of-band emis-
sion in the frequency domain.

Using Physical Layer Hints. Prior work has exploited physi-
cal layer information to assist protocol designs [18, 21, 32]. They
use bit-level confidence measures to estimate the fraction of pack-
ets to retransmit or to configure transmission rates. Ganache’s in-
terference detection is inspired by these designs, but addresses an
orthogonal problem of distinguishing packet loss caused bycross-
band interference from loss caused by conventional channelimpair-
ments.



9. CONCLUSION
We study the impact of cross-band interference on high den-

sity networks. We find that it can have a drastic impact on wire-
less throughput, and that the current practice of using fixed-size
guardbands is ineffective. We propose and prototype Ganache, a
new guardband configuration system that sets and adapts guard-
bands to regain frequency orthogonality at a minimum overhead.
Detailed experiments show that Ganache can produce throughput
gains over current fixed-size solutions of up to 150%. To the best
of our knowledge, Ganache is the first system to effectively control
cross-band interference via dynamic guardband configuration.
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